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Qeap Heimerer 
 

As a holder of Higher Education: Private Bearer of Higher Education "qeap-

heimerer" with it's  basement the Institute of Southeastern Europe for 

Advancement in Health and Nursing in Kosovo and the Region, and  the 

German Educational Institution Heimerer GmbH with a 30-year experience in 

Vocational education. 

The main inspiration for founding of this institution was the immediate need of 

providing new qualifications and the improvement of the quality of existing 

qualifications in social and health fields in general, in particular in field of 

nursing. Optimal possession of resources for such an educational institution, 

which by having as a basement the wide network of cooperation with similar 

institutions in Europe, aims the implementation of the European Community 

standards in Kosovo that represents a sound guarantee for success. 

 

Our goals  
Our institution is based on fundamental values that carry it. They reflect 

the goals of our activity. 

1. The goal of our institutional work lies in: education, schooling, counseling 

and training. We see as common  the professional and social knowledge. 

Interregional and interdisciplinary transfer of knowledge is very 

important to us. We create the potential oriented in goals for synergy 

creativity. 

2. We make new paths in education. We are identified with the modern 

technology and new educational concepts. We work oriented to 

customer and market. 

3. Enumeration for us is a regress. We are leaders in key areas of education and 

see our duty (responsibility) in advancement of sovereignty and self-

responsibility. 

4. Optimism is our basic stance. Crises are challenges for us (? a problem to be 

solved). Civic courage follows us in our everyday life 

5. We enable (practice) the open/free communication, critical ability and 

willingness to discourse. Partnership and cooperation from the inside 

and abroad are the foundation of our success. 

Our vision is to be the leading school in Kosovo and the region for vocational 

education in social and health. 

Our Mission is to implement educational curricula with qualified teachers 

and modern methodology which enables the achievement of European 

standards for education of social and health workers, making them competitive 

in the European market. 

http://www.qeap-heimerer.eu/
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"The welfare of the country is safe when schools are build" (Martin Luther).  

 

Our study programs  
Actually, “qeap-heimerer” offers four bachelor study programs and one master 

program (which is under accreditation process).  

 

 Speech therapy (Logopedy) BSc. 

 Physical therapy through work activities BSc (Ergotherapy) BSc.  

 General nursing BSc  

 Professional Pedagogy in Nursing 

 

Job opportunities  
 

Due to the fact that Speech Therapy and Ergotherapy are new professions in Kosovo, 

we want to bring here European expertise and help our students gain knowledge, 

professional and practical skills.  

Currently, we are looking for: 

 Docent - Speech Therapist and Ergotherapists that are interested in lecturing 

in our institution in Kosovo ( with MSc Degree, PhD, Prof. Dr. ). 

 Clinical Placement for Students ( Praktikumsplätze) 

 Literature 

 Network of Institutions  

Therefore we invite young and experienced speech therapists and ergotherapists to 

our university, where they can lecture basic modules of these two fields based on 

agreement that we could develop.  

 

What do we offer?  
 

1. All interested lecturers will finish their modules in two weeks. We offer the 

possibility for lecturers to finish the course in two separated weeks (e.g. One week in 

March and the other one in June).  

2. We pay for the flight ticket  

3. We pay for the hotel  

4. For each academic hour (45 minutes) lecturers obtain 30 euro.  

 

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact us directly.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

NaimeBrajshori, 

 

Vice Director of “qeap-heimerer” 
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